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SUPDATA: AMCOG-3 VIA NEXIT POUCH. FROM UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUALS, FROM A CHINESE GROCERY STORE PROPRIETOR. RID: NO INDEX. FILED 3018032

REPORT CLASS: SECRET CONTROLLED DISSEMINATION COUNTRY: CUBA

SUBJ: ARRIVAL OF CHINESE IN CIENFUEGOS

DOR: 24 OCTOBER 1963 PADA: UNITED STATES, MIAMI (27 NOVEMBER 1963)

UFG-4159

SOURCE: A HIGHLY EDUCATED CUBAN WHO IS A WELL KNOWN ANTI-REGIME FIGURE AND WHO WAS ACTIVE IN POLITICS IN THE PRE-BATISTA ERA. SOURCE HAS SUPPLIED AN APPRECIABLE NUMBER OF USEFUL REPORTS BASED ON INFORMATION FROM A WIDE VARIETY OF INFORMANTS. THIS INFORMATION IS FROM UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUALS, FROM THE CHINESE PROPRIETOR OF A GROCERY STORE IN CUBA.
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1. AS OF 24 OCTOBER 1963, NUMEROUS CHINESE FROM PEIPING HAD LANDED IN CIENFUEGOS, LAS VILLAS PROVINCE. SINCE MOST OF THE CHINESE IN CUBA WERE FROM CANTON, DIFFICULTIES WERE BEING ENCOUNTERED IN FINDING INTERPRETERS FROM THE NEW ARRIVALS. ONE CHINESE GROCERY STORE PROPRIETOR WHO WAS A NATIVE OF PEIPING WAS INFORMED THAT THE CHINESE EMBASSY WISHED TO EMPLOY HIM.

2. FIELD DISSEMINATION: CINCCLANT, CINCOSO, COMNAVKEYWEST, STATE (MIAMI).